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AKROPOLIS|Kaunas - is situated in the very heart of the city, whose contemporary
space pulsating with the latest fashion trends and innovations. Center is
distinguished by a unique architecture: modern interior of AKROPOLIS incorporates
historical buildings - brick walls of the old manufactories of Kaunas or their

49,

fragments, all of which provides shopping center with completely unique exclusivity
in Lithuania. Even the central lane of the factory has survived and now it is the
main alley for the guests of the center, constantly live with shoppers - from
devoted fashionistas, families, youth to tourists from different parts of the world.
At SC AKROPOLIS|Kaunas you can find the most popular local and international
fashion brands. Six out of eight high fashion brands of INDITEX, one of the world's
largest clothing retailers, are located here: "Zara
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"Zara Home
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"Pull&Bear

"Massimo Dutti ᴀ "Bershka ᴀ and "Stradivarius ᴀ⸀ And there are plenty more - from
eco foods and children ᤀ猀 goods to high end home décor and exclusive perfumes
and cosmetics: one will find it all under one roof. More than 20 restaurants and
cafés, ranging from local to Asian cuisine, offer a wide selection of meals and
snacks for any time of day and occasion. One of the most advanced new
generation cinema centers in the Baltic States - "Forum Cinemas ᴀ - invites cinema
lovers - 7 cinema halls, exclusive interior design, modern cinema technology, highquality video and sound - everything you need for great cinematic impressions.
Among other things, the beauty, finance, telecommunications and travel services
companies here offer a wide range of services to the client.
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placespresents an array of lifestyle experiences for every tastes, styles, needs and
opportunities.
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